I'LL HAVE YOU KNOW

I HAVE ONLY CONSIDERED SWITCHING MAJORS 42 TIMES TODAY
Changing Majors?

DO YOUR RESEARCH
Changing Majors?

Talk to People!

- Your advisor
- Advisor in department/major of interest
- Peers
Changing Majors?

Search Major by College
Changing Majors?

Within Lerner

To Lerner

To a major outside of Lerner
Changing Majors?

Regardless of route (within Lerner, to Lerner, or outside of Lerner) you can work with a Lerner advisor to help you plan your courses and schedules accordingly!
Changing Majors?

Talk to a Lerner Advisor!

Schedule an appointment:
→ Call 302-831-4369
→ Find an advisor and schedule through the advising platform:
  www.advising.udel.edu/success
Changing Majors?

Within Lerner

my.lerner.udel.edu
Changing Majors?

Within Lerner

my.learner.udel.edu

Freshman don’t have to meet any requirements to change majors until Oct 1 of sophomore year
Sophomores (after Oct 1), Juniors, and Seniors in Lerner must meet the criteria to apply to the major of interest. These criteria (requirements) typically include:
Changing Majors: Within Lerner

Sophomores (after Oct 1), Juniors, and Seniors in Lerner must meet the criteria to apply to the major of interest. These criteria (requirements) typically include:

- **GPA requirement** (anywhere from 2.0 to 3.2)
- **Coursework with C- or better (business courses)**
- **A minimum of 28 UD completed credits**
Changing Majors: Within Lerner

After a student meets all of the criteria to apply to the major of interest, he or she can complete the “Change of Major/Minor” web form, available through UDSIS.
Changing Majors: Within Lerner

FRESHMEN can complete the “Change of Major/Minor” web form, available through UDSIS, through Oct 1 of sophomore year (or until 28 total UD credits have been completed).

Lerner Freshmen (under 28 total UD credits) don’t have to meet requirements to change majors.
Spring Applications:
March 15 through August 5

Fall Applications:
October 15 through January 5
Changing Majors: Within Lerner

WAITING FOR MY WEBFORM LIKE:

After the Change of Major web form has been submitted, it typically takes 2-3 weeks or less for the department to review and process.
Changing Majors: Within Lerner

Applications are either accepted or cancelled, based on whether or not the student meets the requirements.
Changing Majors?

Within Lerner Questions?

To Lerner

To a major outside of Lerner
Changing Majors?

To Lerner

my.lerner.udel.edu
Changing Majors: To Lerner

All students (freshmen through senior) must meet the aforementioned criteria to apply to the major of interest. Remember, these criteria (requirements) typically include:
Changing Majors: To Lerner

All students (freshmen through senior) must meet the aforementioned criteria to apply to the major of interest. Remember, these criteria (requirements) typically include:

→ **GPA requirement** *(anywhere from 2.0 to 3.2)*
→ **Coursework with C- or better** *(business courses)*
→ **A minimum of 28 UD completed credits**
Changing Majors To Lerner?

Talk to People!

- Your advisor
- Advisor in department/major of interest
- Peers
Changing Majors To Lerner?

Talk to a Lerner Advisor!

Schedule an appointment:
→ Call 302-831-4369
→ Find an advisor and schedule through the advising platform: www.advising.udel.edu/success
Changing Majors: To Lerner

After a student meets all of the criteria to apply to the major of interest, he or she can complete the “Change of Major/Minor” web form, available through UDSIS.
Spring Applications: March 15 through August 5

Fall Applications: October 15 through January 5
Changing Majors: To Lerner

WAITING FOR MY WEBFORM LIKE:

After the Change of Major web form has been submitted, it typically takes 2-3 weeks or less for the department to review and process.
Changing Majors: To Lerner

Applications are either accepted or cancelled, based on whether or not the student meets the requirements.
Changing Majors: To Lerner

After accepted to Lerner, the student will be assigned an academic, professional, or faculty advisor.
Changing Majors?

- Within Lerner Questions?
- To Lerner Questions?
- To a major outside of Lerner
Changing Majors Outside of Lerner?

DO YOUR RESEARCH
Changing Majors Outside of Lerner?

Search Major by College
Changing Majors Outside of Lerner?

Talk to People!

- Your advisor
- Advisor in department/major of interest
- Peers
After a student meets all of the criteria to apply to the major of interest, he or she can complete the “Change of Major/Minor” web form, available through UDSIS.
After the Change of Major web form has been submitted, it typically takes 2-3 weeks or less for the department to review and process.
After accepted to the major (and College) of interest, the student will be assigned an academic, professional, or faculty advisor.
Changing Majors?

Within Lerner Questions?

To Lerner Questions?

To a major outside of Lerner Questions?
Talk To A Lerner Advisor!

103 Lerner Hall, 302-831-4369,

or schedule an appointment:

www.advising.udel.edu/success
BROWN BAG

seminar series

APRIL 9
Transferring in credits

APRIL 23
Changing majors

MAY 7
Understanding Academic Probation and Dismissal

Kirkbridge Hall, room 005
12:30 - 1:30 p.m.

A “brown bag” is a gathering where attendees can eat their lunch/snack while participating in the event—super informal!

No registration required.
Each seminar is led by Lerner Undergraduate Academic Advisor Meg Kuck.